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Underground Tanks - New ones



Corrosion in Underground tanks

Corrosion will cause to have 

LEAKAGE

İn your underground tank. 

Corrosion also will affect of your product quality



Removing Tank? Is it easy?



Closing station ? Loose your 

Money & Customers?



Bringing a new Tank? Crane? Is 

this cheap?



We have a SOLUTION for you…..

This is your tank

A lot of corrosion,

Very dirty product

Leaking
This is your NEW Tank.

Clean and 20 years 

under warranty



Why you need Stratification?

➢ No corrosion progression on the tank, thus, 

decrease of wall thickness stopped from the 

inside.

➢ No future risk of product spill into 

environment.

➢ Tank lining material proven resistant against 

stored products.

➢ No hot works (e.g. welding).

➢ Safe way of manned entry with safety 

standard.



If you do STRATIFICATION…

YOU DO NOT NEED
✓ To close your station.

✓ To make any construction.

✓ To dig. 
✓ To remove anything.

✓ To call crane.

✓ To bring any construction 

equipment.

✓ To buy a new tank.

You JUST need US to make a 

stratification to your tanks.



Weeks / Months OR Just 4-5 days

Replacing of underground tanks will take some weeks, sometimes 

month. 

You will spend money NOT only for new tank,

You will loose your Money because you have to close the station due 

to HSE regulations.

You will do a lot of construction, digging, breaking concrete, etc.. 

Stratification of underground tanks will be only 4-5 days

During these 4 – 5 days;

You will not close your station, 

Other tanks and your dispensers will be in service.

You will not loose any money and your loyal customers. 



Stratification Process

➢Degas the tank

➢Clean the tank

➢Blast the tank 

➢Apply the primary resin

➢Apply fiberglass reinforcement

➢Apply final resin

➢Apply conductive resin 

All total in 5 days 

After the application, you will get 20 years warranty for your OLD tanks



Stratification System

Layer Setup 

Reinforced Stratification System

❑Glass Fiber Reinforced 

Laminated

❑Toplayer (Chemical and Fiber

protection)

❑Optional (Conductive layer)



Stratification 

Specification

 1 mm airless spray coatings for recent or new tanks 

with low corrosion, highest resistance up to 100% 

ethanol and several chemicals.

 2-4 mm airless spray coating system (with and w/o 

glass fibres) for used tanks with strong corrosion, with 

standard and higher resistance up to 10% Ethanol, 

upgrades to 100% ethanol possible.

 4 mm rollable coating system for used tanks with 

strong corrosion, with standard and higher 

resistance up to 10% Ethanol, upgrades to 100% 

ethanol possible.



Thank you…

➢ PO Box: 26 BPM 967 ABIDJAN 26

➢ Rue du 7 Decembre Immeuble 

Zorogbe Etage 4 Appartment 4C Marcory 

Zone 4C Abidjan / Cote d’lvoire

➢ M: +225 05 84 39 26 74

info@rmafriquedelouest.com


